
Ganesh Murtis for Visarjan.

All the Murtis are individually made at the studio. Each Murti is Unique and handmade, so they are

similar but not identical.NO plaster molds or absolutely no use of chemicals rubber glue or raisin. They
are decorated elaborately and have all the characteristics of a Maharashtrain Ganpati. (Mukut, janva,
saap, modak, luck and life line. Also a small cute mouse for the big ones).

Clay:

All clays are 100% natural and sourced from India, via fair trade. They are laser purified and filtered to

remove all impurities and partially composed materials. The clay is EU certified. Red clay is natural red,
therefore the color might differ from the picture as each lot of clay may have a slight difference.

Colors:

For the colored Ganesh Murtis,The colors are natural water soluble, also made at the studio using

vegetable dyes, rice paste, lime and chalk. The vegetable dyes are also made at the studio, and few
veggies used to make color are also homegrown. No synthetic additives are added to the colors. Only
exception is the golden color which is store bought so cannot be guaranteed .As per the label, it is water
soluble and non toxic. (Which if previously mentioned will be substituted with yellowish brown self
made color)

Sizes and Cost:

SIZE DESIGN COST (Incl. Vat. )

1) Large (32-37 cm) Colored 69 euros (excluding packing) 2) Medium (21-23 cm)

Colored 38 euros

3) Small (11-15cm) Colored 23 euros

4) Medium (21-23 cm) Red clay 29 euros

5) Small (11-15 cm) Red clay 18 euros



SMALL- small ones are made spontaneous so they have all the characteristics but don’t look alike. I

intentionally change each of them in style.
Payment

Bank transfer or Tikkie. (No Cash)

Full payment in advance for first time customers.

Transport:

The Murtis are wrapped in a plastic cover and have a strong cardboard base to carry. I also provide a

partial box for Medium size Ganpatis. The smaller one has a sturdy paper plate underneath.

For the large sizes (32-35 cms) – 10 Euros extra for packaging.

Or they will be given on a wooden plywood board, wrapped in a plastic cover. These Murtis are a bit on
the heavier side. (5-7kilos)

Pick up Only - Namaha Pottery ,B9 Retort Ateliers,  1059AX Amsterdam.

Please note -

1) All the Murtis are Unique and individually handmade so they look similar but may vary

slightly in size, design, jewelry etc.

2) All colors are organic and self made therefore the Ganpatis are colored closer to the date so that

the freshness and richness of natural colors do not fade. Multiple layers of colors are given to  give it
a velvety kind of texture. Hence once you choose the color it cannot be changed.

Water immersion and clay use -

All the Murtis dissolve in water. And the clay can be used to water the plants or given to kids to play.

Only for colored, I recommend for the clay to settle down in the bucket. Then throw away the top water

which will have the Metallic golden color. The rest can be used.

Since every piece is made by me individually, only limited Murtis can be made. So each year I only take

limited orders and are on first come bases. So please place your order accordingly.

For further assistance please feel free to write to me.

Thank you very much.

With kind regards,

Namrata kini.


